Work function (WF) and some physicochemical data for several most prominent crystal planes of three metals of typical structures are calculated within the linear approximation employing the surface dipole and 2D gas models. "Composite" crystal of a homogeneous bulk phase and a thick surface composed of eight (h k l)-oriented facets with different unsaturated bonds is treated as a nine-phase nine-component system with two degrees of freedom. It contains the two-dimensional metal-lattice plasma of free electrons and the immobile atom-core network. For twenty four (h k l) surfaces, the WF and dipole barrier term, chemical and electrostatic potential levels, electron charge densities, surface dipole fields, and other parameters are calculated and tabularized. WF values obtained from the thermodynamics based formula are compared to the ones obtained from the quantum mechanics based formula, which shows good agreement with experiment and also reveals a specific deviation in the case of field emission method for the most packed plane. A set of accurate face dependent data can be of interest to electronics and materials science workers.
Introduction
Electron work function (WF) is an important physicochemical characteristics of nanostructures, thin films, and solid metal or semiconductor surfaces [1] [2] [3] . The WF, or the smallest external energy loss required to transfer an electron from the crystal to the outside vacuum, depends on the electronic structure and crystallinity of the surface phase apart from the homogeneous bulk chemical potential. Bardeen [4] , taking into consideration the electronic effects of exchange and correlation (XC), calculated the surface double layer (DL) moment as the WF contribution for a simple metal. Smoluchowski [5] considered the WF anisotropy as caused by the effects of the (h k l)-dependent electronic charge-density redistribution responsible for the existence of the negative DL moment as the resultant of two inverse surface dipole moments. His calculated differences of WF between the (h k l) surfaces of a bcc crystal decreased with decreasing atomic surface density and the relative surface energies increased in the same order. The order * E-mail: jacek.brona@ifd.uni.wroc.pl appeared to be quite a general qualitative criterion to check the face-dependent results for metals, which is known as the Smoluchowski rule. For the classical self-consistent calculation of the WF, Lang et al. [6, 7] used the surface dipole contribution and the jellium model. Boudreaux [8] , in a quantum-mechanical attempt to calculate the oneelectron potential energy functions, considered the potentials interactions of an electron with each lattice site rather than the jellium model.
Methfessel et al. [10] approached the facedependent WF problem starting with Poisson equation and using the Hohenberg-Kohn DFT formalism [9] to treat the interacting inhomogeneous electron gas. Knapp [11] applied Herring-Nichols thermodynamics-based approach to WFs of (h k l) faces with the electrostatic patch fields. Wojciechowski et al. [12] , Kiejna [13] employed the local metal-lattice plasma (MLP) polarization concept of Halas and Durakiewicz [14, 15] to calculate the face-dependent WF using the Kiejna selfconsistent electron density profiles of stabilized jellium. Brodie et al. [16] proposed a general phenomenological model using the Maxwell classical image force and assuming Brodie minimum uncertainty distance [17] for the surface 2D plasma, to cover both clean and electropositive adsorbate covered surfaces. An LEED experimental and theoretical study of the 1D surfacepotential barrier for the W(1 1 0) and (1 0 0) surfaces was done by Baribeau et al. [18] . In their model, the potential-energy space was divided into three structural parts including the vacuum, and showed a distinct boundary between the surface skin (or selvedge) of 2 to 3 atomic layers and the volume structure.
Based on the Helmholtz 2D gas concept, the surface dipole barrier was related to MLP density fluctuations; many (h k l)-dependent WF values were computed for nine d transition metals by the linear regression method applied to a set of data from a great number of existing experimental WF values [19] . Employing the plasma polarization concept, we have presented an approximate formula for the WF by considering the total energy of a neutral two-component two-phase polycrystalline system of the 2D surface and 3D bulk [20] . Moreover, the semi-empirical expression for the screened electrostatic potential with its two extrema included both the effect of crystallinity and the XC effects.
In the present study, an attempt to resolve the face-dependent WF problem is made; the W, Re, and Cu metals have been chosen to represent three typical bcc, hcp and fcc structures. In contrast to our previous case with the interfaces of the undefined "polycrystalline" orientation [20] , a set of eight atomically flat (h k l) surfaces of Me crystals has been taken into consideration to define the primary MLP parameters. The seven crystallographic planes of the conventional close-class [19] for each structure was defined in accord with the empirical relative prominence rule of face orientations that appear upon crystallization. The d s (h k l) module, which is proportional to the scalar product of the surface normal multiplied by the primary bond vector [21] , was treated as the local MLP characteristic dimension which determines the phase boundary position between an Me face and the bulk.
Basics
Procedures of crystallography based calculation and definitions of the parameters were previously described [20] . The calculations are continued in the system CGS ESU; units of (1 Å = 1 × 10 −10 m, 1 eV ≈ 1.602 × 10 −19 J and 1 D (debye) ≈ 3.3356 × 10 −30 C·m) are also used. Potential energies are relative to the zero chosen at infinity in vacuum. The origin shift x 0 is taken equal to the polarization length L(h k l) of the low-temperature isothermal MLP and is calculated by using the electronic density n s (h k l) of metal surface (MS) phases. The first geometrical plane is chosen as the origin of the coordinate system; the ideal physical surface location is ∼2 Å from it. Any (h k l)-oriented surface has the normal: (h k l) ≡ h; index h hereafter stands for (h k l). Parameters used to calculate the densities and MLP associated quantities are collected in Table 1 .
The vacuum dielectric constant equal to unity was usually ascribed to metals. The MLP is treated as having the dielectric constant in the range of 0 < 1. Like in the case of gas discharge plasma, enhancement of the inner electric field locally occurs in the DL rather than the dielectrictype reduction [22] . The effect is due to the leak of free electrons outside the outer atomic layers, which corresponds to the Smoluchowski electron cloud. The electronic MS consists of nondegenerate or thermalized electrons that are subject to the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution. The x-dependence of the electron electrostatic potential V has been expressed [20] by the set of equations:
where x l is the potential lacing point equal to R d − l s /4; l s is the dipole length attributed to the DL, and 2R d is the mean size of a polarized MS atom.
To deal with the WFs we use a field-emitterlike model of a hemispherical crystal. Multifaceted body in the form of an h-oriented crystal with a finite curvature radius well reflects the difference in bonding between the bulk-lattice ions and the [19] . f Computed using equation 5 by Surma et al. [20] . g Value coinciding with Ω −1 . h ∼0.1533 the free electron average densityñ. i Same value was used for the polarizability in the Hohenberg-Kohn theory of inhomogeneous electron gas [9] . Note, their dielectric constant (ω) > 1 and tends to unity for large ω.
surface-phase atoms. An instructive model of directional unsaturated surface bonds was proposed by Knor et al. [23] . A crystal of several h-oriented grains, which are ended with atomically flat surfaces, has a curved surface with a finite radius. Brodie, in his original model [16] , has shown in fact that the sphere-symmetry WF practically corresponds to that of a planar system. Consequently, the MLP physicochemical system can comprise m independent species, and m phases (here, m = 9) in accord with the commonly accepted picture of the two-dimensional MLP. The arbitrarily chosen number nine covers the system's components of the free electron gas and eight surface-atom cores of different symmetry; the surface phases of the model crystal are eight facets of different symmetry each and the ambient vacuum. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 . 
Definition: inner potential Φ s,h
In the previous study [20] , the inner electrostatic potential level Φ s was applied to find the screened two-extremum potential Ψ ES shown in Fig. 2 . The Φ s,h is defined as the face dependent sum of the outer electrostatic (or Volta) potential level Ψ c,h and the surface potential change χ s,h :
In that study we dealt with a polycrystalline two-phase two-component system with its resultant surface dipole barrier. For the h-surfaces, we have started treating, for the first time, the WF problem from the Gibbs function defined as G = Nf(T,P) = Nµ. The chemical, or electrochemical [24] , potential µ of free electrons can be identified with the thermodynamic (TD) potential of the Gibbs function per particle [25] . In terms of statistical physics, the sum µ 0 (T,P) + u(x,y,z) is constant at a constant temperature T in the presence of the field u with the degree of homogeneity −1. This is simply the case of the inner electrostatic potential. Consequently, for the local virtual Fermi levels, the relation:
is constant in equilibrium [24] [25] [26] ; relation 16 in the work by Surma et al. [20] . 
Assumption 1: division of the system into regions
The conducting system of interest can be divided into regions treated as TD open systems with their partial volumes v s,h . Each of the singlecrystal phases is treated as being in the TD quasiequilibrium state. Each phase taken separately contains a 2D body of MLP ions and free electrons. Note that the Boltzmann factor kT of the twodimensional plasma-energy scale is present both in the MLP statistics and the Fermi-Dirac distribution.
Assumption 2: the limiting point x c,h on the XC interactions
The face-dependent outer electrostatic potential Ψ c,h , for a neutral crystal in the absence of applied field, can be calculated by summing δW the virtual, purely electrostatic works which are executed on a massless test particle of the charge e by infinitesimally slow bringing it in a quasi-static reversible process, from infinity in the vacuum, under action of the long range image (Coulomb) force down to the position x c,h outside the Me surface. The works are associated with the infinitesimal drops in potential energy, −δeΨ x each. In such a reversible process being a dense set of consecutive equilibrium states, the closest surface atom still retains its original screening; then the dipole repulsion together with the electron XC effects may be neglected at a distance from the geometrical surface. We assume the image force to be applicable safely down to a point x c,h equal to or higher than d s,h + x 0 . Then, the outer-potential levels Ψ c,h (x) are calculated by integration:
where Ψ x = ∞ = 0. For an h-oriented facet this gives Ψ c,h = −e/4d s,h . For x < x c,h the XC interactions cannot be ignored.
WF basic formulae
The quantum mechanics based definition of the WF was given by Wigner et al. [27] and reads as follows. The electron work function of a crystal, for an electron removed outside from the highest energy state of the neutral crystal, is the difference in energy between a lattice with N electrons and the lattice with N − 1 electrons, which equals −µ, augmented by the minimum work e∆Φ s,h required to transfer the electron across an h-facet to the vacuum:
where the difference ∆Φ s,h equals Ψ c,h − Φ v ; the Ψ c,h equals −e/4d s,h (Assumption 2); e is the elementary charge; Φ v is the average inner electrostatic potential of bulk Me, which was calculated from the dipole moment p 0 by Surma et al. [20] . The ∆Φ s,h is the resultant dipole barrier at an horiented MS/vacuum interface. Alternatively, according to the thermodynamics based WF formula of Herring and Nichols:
where µ T,h is the local Fermi level equal to µ 0 + eΦ s,h , maximum WF is sometimes defined as the energy required to remove an electron of a metal from the Fermi level to a point at infinity in the vacuum [28] , i.e. taking the value zero for the outer potential Ψ c,h . The calculated potentials are collected in Table 2 , where the WFs are compared to experimental WF X values.
Local electron number densities
MS parameters used to calculate electronic densities are presented below. The d s,h values are computed using the formula given by Surma et al. [20] . The MLP local surface dipole moment p s,0 was introduced as the product:
where B is the constant, numerically equal to the slope of linear regression [19] . The semi-empirical parameter l s,h for the h surfaces is the surfacedipole length of the DL moment p of the magnitude θp s,0 where θ is the face-dependent surface-charge redistribution factor, or electron "coverage" factor. The product of the dipole length l s and the area S 0 of a 2D primitive unit cell of an MS was defined as the inverse of the unit electron density n 0 of the locally polarized 2D plasma. The intensive parameterñ, or the density of free electrons, was defined as the reciprocal of the crystal volume per atom reduced by the conventional volume of a lattice ion itself, i.e. using the van der Waals-type correction:
where l d is the face-dependent surface dipole halflength, Ω is the volume per atom of the crystal, and R a is the metallic radius of an atom.
Density parameter n c (d s,h ) is defined as the reciprocal of the specific volume of the infinite DL space. It is associated with lattice points and corresponds to the number density of MS atomic cores: [47] [48] [49] . For rhenium, they were selected from [19] .
where S h is the area of a primitive unit cell of a surface. The associated local electron density n s,h is defined as the reciprocal of an MLP volume v 0 h :
where v 0 h equals S h R d,h and the R d,h is:
Density n s,h represents the face-dependent concentration of MS thermalized electrons, which qualitatively reflects the local variation of the density of states. The local densities n c,h and n s,h are associated with respective volumes because the surface comprises up to three atomic layers. The ratio n c,h /n s,h defines the average number of free electrons per atom in the local volumes v 0 h .
Selected applications 4.1. Intrinsic electric fields
The force f x , normal to the surface and acting on an electron between two infinite planes at a short distance, slightly higher than R d from the geometrical plane, is expressed by the product −eD x (Fig. 2) . The normal component is an analogue of the field displacement vector of a lattice plasma; it represents the effective field of an h-surface layer. The normal component D x of the effective field displacement vector D is ascribed to the local MLP polarization of the surface layer; its effective value equals 4πσ. The corresponding average surface potential level χ s is then equal to −4πσl. The field strength component D x / represents the virtual intrinsic field F v of the magnitude 4πσ, and depicts the force acting along the polarized plasma medium. The charge distribution is discrete, and respective field components vary over the DL region like those of an electric dipole field.
Assuming the relation D = F valid for the MLP, we put = θ which is a real number such that 0 < θ 1, or the surface charge redistribution factor defined in Refs. [19] and [20] . The maximum virtual field F v component in the MS dipole approximation is given by:
The continuous distribution of the surface charge densityσ at the physical surface is approximated by the average density ∆q/∆S which can be expressed as the ratio eθ/S 0 ; thus:
where θ s,h is the surface charge redistribution factor for an h-oriented surface. Accordingly, div D or dD x,h /dx equals 4πρ s , where the average density of electronic chargeρ s equals ∆q s,h /∆v e which we approximate by en s,h . The face dependent virtual fields are then calculated from the relation θF v,h = D x,h . Values of virtual field strengths are collected in Table 2 .
Face-dependent dipole term of WF
DL of electrostatic charge is treated as composed of two discretely charged planes which are separated by a finite distance in the x-direction parallel to the normal dimension d s,h of the surface phase (i.e. the skin thickness), and infinite in the lateral y, z dimensions. The respective field components vary over the DL region like those of an electric dipole field. After the surface dipole approach [19] for the discrete charge distribution of locally polarized MLP, the normal component D x,h is treated as the DL field.
The surface potential levels χ s,h within the Me/vacuum interface, between the two infinite DL planes y, z distant by l s,h and uniformly charged with the free charge densityσ s , are given by the product −D x,h l s,h , or:
where the product -σ s l s,h represents the effective moment M s,h ; the resultant moment is the sum of potential difference originated from the positive charge density and that from the electronic-density redistribution [19] .
The effective surface potential χ s and the virtual potential χ 0 should fulfill the Poisson equation ∇ 2 χ = −4πρ. The pseudo-permittivity is replaced with a factor θ being a real number such that 0 < θ 1. Consequently, we are driving at the approximate relation:
The inner-potential energy difference e∆ϕ corresponds to the electrostatic part of the Gibbs free energy difference within the face-dependent unit volume v 0 h of DL with its local virtual field F v,h . Assuming that dielectric constant is independent of electric field, and using, for the h-surfaces, the well-known formula on the electrostatic energy, the face-dependent dipole energy can be expressed as:
where M s,h = −θel s,h /S h ; which appears to express the Helmholtz dipole. In such a way, this calculated energy-per-electron portion ∆G 0 , which is equal to the useful (or inner) work in the MLP system, represents the effective dipole barrier e∆Φ, i.e. the dipole contribution to the WF.
Face-dependent Fermi energies and barriers of W, Re, Cu
The MS phase with the h-dependent set of unsaturated bonds [21] , exhibits the well-known difference in chemical specificity between different surfaces of catalytic metals. Hence, for eight surface phases, the virtual Fermi energy levels µ T,h (T,P) of MLP electrons will vary from plane to plane. In thermal equilibrium (T e ≈ T c ), the local polarization of the surface phase appears. The local Fermi kinetic energy E F h of an electron and other Fermi energies are obtained from the classical Sommerfeld relation for the kinetic energy of free electron gas:
These calculated face-dependent Fermi energies are shown in Table 2 including also potential energy barriers Wm h .
The maximal kinetic energy W which is needed for emission of an electron being at rest in the metal can be determined by keeping the condition m e v 2 x /2 W, where v x is the x-component of the electron velocity. The v y and v z velocities are parallel to the surface and do not contribute to electron emission. For different crystallographic faces, this energy can be expressed by the formula:
where WF ∞ h , equal to −µ T,h , is the maximum planar WF measured from the Fermi level. Negative of these local maximum kinetic energies determines the respective conduction-band bottoms.
Discussion

Basic surface phase parameters
The d s,h quantity [19] [20] [21] , which determines the phase boundary position, was calculated in the hard-sphere approximation. Homogeneous bulk Me phase was defined as the interior part of the crystal, where the surface dipole layer is absent, which occurs for x −d s,h . In contrast to purely crystallographic parameters, the d s,h is independent of the Miller indices parity because it is an atomic coordination-type function of the spacing between h planes. Therefore, it is dependent on the fine structure of the outer atomic monolayers. It accounts for a variety of the unsaturated surface bonds, i.e. the semi-directional or quasi-covalent physicochemical bonding at the h surfaces. The calculated numbers of free electrons per atom in local volumes do not exceed 0.55 for all the three of metals, which is in accord with the classical theory of conductivity. Worthy of mention is the polycrystalline electron potential Ψ ES which reveals a maximum and a minimum which are both located outside the geometrical surface [20] . Interestingly, it nearly coincides with the form of the Tavares-Prausnitz total perturbed hard-sphere potential [29] .
The extrema-related inflexion points determine the affinity levels, and the ground state level A 0 is lower than these χ s,h levels for more-open structure planes of W, Re, Cu. It should be the case of surface states; and the difference A 1 − A 0 is equal to a resonance energy of about 0.12 eV. In the linear approximation, the XC effects should vanish outside each (h k l)-oriented surface, practically from the distance x c,h close to the minimum of the Ψ ES (x), for which we have approximated the outer potential level Ψ c . It is also interesting that a nano-surface phase with its normal dimension d s,h of few angstroms can be treated as a quantum well. A nano-surface phase of such a thickness clearly corresponds to the field-emitter tip ending of the minimum thickness d responsible for the photoelectron emission oscillations [30] . Other quantum size effects (quantum wells) were also observed experimentally [31] [32] [33] [34] .
The face-dependent WF data vs. experiment and theory
The calculated WF values in Table 2 agree well with the experimental results except for that, the TD formula based WFs and the quantummechanics based ones differ in magnitude for the most packed plane of each metal. Such a deviation of experimental WF, resulting chiefly from the field emission method, is systematically observed in the literature; in the latter case for the W (1 1 0) face, the WFs exceed 6 eV. This anomalous feature of the W(1 1 0) surface was discussed by Plummer et al. [35] . The effect of the strong electric field on the WF of W(1 1 0) was explained by Smith [36] in a self-consistent investigation. As asserted by Young et al. [37] , the densest packed plane (1 1 0) with its minimum surface free energy and the highest WF, is the most representative of physicochemical properties for bcc metals. In fact, the most packed planes have appeared to be critical for the best fit in the previous linear regression calculations for all the nine of d transition metals [19] .
The face dependent WF correlates with the surface free energy and agrees well with theoretical [10, 38] and experimental values of WF and surface energy for bcc an fcc metals, which is in accord with the Smoluchowski rule. The correlation can be confirmed by the results on the crystallographic anisotropy of surface free energy in the literature [39, 40] and references therein. All values for W and Re are close to the thermionic emission data obtained by linear regression. Generality of Brodie, Chow and Yuan's phenomenological model is burdened by a deviation from the Smoluchowski rule, e.g. for tungsten and silver facets [17] . Their general WF model, however, includes electropositive adsorbates on clean metals and oxides. To conclude, dipole models based results seem to be most proper for clean metals.
The calculated potential energy functions include the XC or polarization effects, which is in accord with the Boudreaux assertion [8] . The inner electrostatic potential of bulk Me, Φ v , was expressed in the previous study as an average of (Φ MS + Ψ MS )/2. Validity of such approximation of the potential difference was shown by Knapp for the mean WF [11] , which was extended in his argumentation for the WF of an i-th face of a crystal with its i-th patch field. The WF Td of equation 6 is in accord with Knapp argumentation for the face dependent WFs.
Conclusion
The model of a "composite" metal similar to the multifaceted field emitter enabled us to compute work function values for the chosen metals of three main structures, for 24 different faces in total. The accuracy of the predicted values is estimated to be ±0.1 eV. They are in accord with available experimental values. Two WF formulae were used for comparison of the computed values, of which the thermodynamics based one better corresponds to the experimental values obtained by the FE method, especially in case of the W (1 1 0) face.
Two discontinuous quantities: the local Fermi levels µ T,h of an electron and the electronic number densities n s,h , which jump at each interface, are intensive parameters. In the limiting case, the electron density of the lattice plasma may reach a figure of 21 × 10 23 cm −3 , which is only fifty times lower than the maximum laboratory obtainable density of inertial confinement plasma. Virtual electrostatic fields related to the metal-lattice plasma are calculated to spread up to as high as about 32 V/Å (Cu (1 1 1) ), whereas the typical field evaporation field intensities range from 3 to 6 V/Å for metals [41] .
